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Image above - Lunch, 
who is not used to 
seventy-degree days 
after a long winter.

	 As it is Spring, the weather in Pawsville is starting to warm up. 
Yesterday, the high temperature was seventy-two degrees, and even though 
that is not hot at all, cats were sweating. The last traces of snow melted a 
long time ago, and now the heat of spring is next up on the endurance list.  


	 Rudy is thinking about filling her pool so she can swim in it, but that 
would take a long time and the water would take a while to heat up before 
she could go in. Many cats have been going to the town pool instead, 
though there is a long wait to get in and most cats cannot stand the 
humidity of the town pool while waiting. However, some cats in Pawsville are 
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affected less by the heat, while others take more 
of a hit. “This heat is unbearable,” says Harvey, 
who has a very thick fur coat, “I can’t even 
imagine what summer will be like, this is too 
much already!” Harvey has raided North’s soda 
stash for cold drinks, and he is only eating sugar 
cubes that have been chilled for five hours or 
more.


	 But unlike Harvey, some cats don’t 
notice the heat at all. Mavis and her kittens were 
the only cats in Pawsville who didn’t go to the 
convenience store to buy a cold soda. Mavis 
believes that heat is an illusion and that she will 
not be tricked by it into doing anything. Her 
kittens are invulnerable to the heat because they 
compare it to worse things, like an eight-hour 
ritual, and they feel better about their situation. 
This seems like it wouldn’t work, but for Mavis’s 
kittens, it works just fine. In fact, Mavis’s kittens 
are selling their cold drinks for twenty-five 
dollars a piece, and they are doing better than 
Naya, who got some drinks to sell but kept them 
all for herself in the end. 


	 Pawsville is a town of extreme temperatures, and cats know that in the 
summer, Pawsville can hit temperatures as high as ninety-five degrees. A 
seventy-degree day will feel cool once summer is in full swing, and that is 

what is scaring cats the most. Right now, 
heaters are being exchanged for air 
conditioners, and cats are buying up cold 
drinks to prepare for the hot days ahead. By 
this reaction to a seventy-degree day, we have 
means to believe that cats will be in deep 
trouble once summer arrives.


	 This wave of normal temperatures is a 
shock to cats who are used to winter weather, 
and unfortunately, there will be a lot more warm 

weather to come. The rainy season is over, and in its place is Spring, which 
will transition to Summer, the hottest season of the year. 


	 Subscribe again for more on high temperatures! 

Image above - Harvey, 
who would jump in a 
bucket of ice to 
escape the heat.

“We will also start 
selling buckets 
of ice!” 

 - MAVIS’S KITTENS, WHO HAVE 
CORNERED THE MARKET FOR 
COLD THINGS
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